VOLUMES 1-9

“These lessons
are very thorough.
I like how each
detail is explained,
making art
accessible to any
level of artist
(even me)!”
–Charter School Mom of 2,
California

with Master Artist

“Able to capture the attention and
imaginations of all my children, these are
art and Biblical lessons at their best.”
–Mom of 3, Ohio

VOLUMES 1-9
Each lesson provides kids with
progressive, hands-on tools to
learn everything from basic art
skills to advanced techniques.

See The Light
Master Artist

Pat has been drawing and painting since
she was able to hold a crayon, and loves
sharing her passion for Art with kids!
Pat graduated with a degree and teaching credential in Art Education from
Penn State. Currently Pat serves as the
Director of Children’s Ministries at a large
non-denominational church in Southern
California, where she combines her love
for the Lord and His word with her
passion for teaching kids.

“These lessons are inspiring
and have sparked interest in drawing
for my kids – ages 5, 6, and 9.”
–Mom, Ontario, Canada

“Very encouraging and inspirational.
These lessons really held their interest,
making artwork come to life.”
–Mom of 2 and Schoolteacher, Texas

www.SeeTheLightShine.com

VOLUME 1: ART LESSONS 1-4

LESSON 1

LESSON 3

LESSON 2

LESSON 4

TOOLS OF THE TRADE — Learn the
basics of what makes a drawing. Master
artist Pat Knepley demonstrates what you
need to have on hand in your drawing
“toolkit” to always be ready to draw.
IT ALL STARTS WITH A LINE — The
most fundamental element of all drawing
is the line – but not all lines are alike!
Learn about different line qualities and
the most essential skill of drawing –
contour drawing.

CONTOURS & COMPOSITION — Train
your eyes and hands to be synchronized!
You’ll learn some tips to place items in a
drawing – or “composition” – to get the
best results!
DRAW WHAT YOU SEE — You’ll take
a common everyday item – a shoe –
as your subject for a completed contour
drawing. This is a true test of whether
you draw what you SEE or what
you KNOW!

BONUS!

CHALK-IT-EASY CHALK ART LESSON
with See The Light chalk artist Gloria Kohlmann

VOLUME 2: ART LESSONS 5-8

LESSON 5

SHAPE UP (Part 1) — All drawings are
made up of lines and shapes. You’ll focus
on the types of lines that make up the
various shapes that are the core
structure for all drawing.

LESSON 6

SHAPE UP (Part 2) — Identify shapes
as you focus on this core building block
of all drawing. Using photographs of
animals, you can make great drawings if
you sketch out the core shapes first!

LESSON 7

ALL ABOUT SPACE — Learn about the
two types of space that are important to
be aware of as you plan a great drawing!

LESSON 8

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER - LINE,
SHAPE & SPACE — A collection of leaves
is your subject matter. You’ll focus on the
three basic art elements of drawing:
Line, shape and space. Drawing lightly is
the key! With careful observation, and
attention to detail, YES, YOU CAN DRAW!

BONUS!

CREATIVE LETTERING with Heidi Shorts

www.SeeTheLightShine.com

VOLUME 3: ART LESSONS 9-12

LESSON 9

LESSON 11

IT’S NOT JUST BLACK & WHITE —
You’ll focus on the art element of VALUE the lightness or darkness of your subject
matter. Learn to achieve high or low
contrast in a drawing.

COLOR, COLOR, COLOR — There’s more
to color than a rainbow! Make your
own color wheel! Learn about primary,
secondary, warm and cool colors as you
jump into the world of drawing with color.

LESSON 10

LESSON 12

TONE, SHADE & SHADOW — One of
the hardest things to draw is a sphere.
You’ll learn easy techniques to do just
that with your pencil. You’ll make a circle
appear 3D using tone, shade and shadow.

COMPLEMENTS & INTERMEDIATES —
Focus on color complements (opposites)
and intermediate colors. They are so
important for achieving accurate shadows
and realism in your drawings!

BONUS!

THE JOY OF ART with Jim Pence

VOLUME 4: ART LESSONS 13-16

LESSON 13

LESSON 15

BLENDING WITH COLORED PENCILS —
Learning how to work with colored pencils
is a great way to broaden your drawing
skills! Scrumbling, cross-hatching and overlay are some of the blending techniques
that result in rich color blending.

BLENDING WITH CHALK PASTELS —
Color blending techniques continue. Use
the rich color of a new medium - chalk
pastels! They may be a little messy, but
oh so much fun!

LESSON 14

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER — Master
artist Pat guides you in a quick study
utilizing color blending techniques for her
favorite medium - chalk pastels. You’ll be
amazed at the results!

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT — Just like
the masters, young artists of the YES YOU
CAN DRAW! CLASS will do a flower study!
This class provides the opportunity to put
color-blending techniques for colored
pencils into practice.

LESSON 16

www.SeeTheLightShine.com

VOLUME 5: ART LESSONS 17-20

LESSON 17

LESSON 19

STAND YOUR “GROUND” — Learn all
about the grounds! The important concept in
the drawing of background, middle ground
and foreground is explored, as well as
horizon line - all key to determining space!

SCALE — How does the artist let the
viewer know what size things are? Is it a
large mountain or a little hill? Focus on
determining scale in your artwork, and look
at some amazing American Masterpieces!

LESSON 18

LESSON 20

KEEP THINGS IN PROPORTION —
Proper proportion makes for more realistic
drawings. Master artist Pat teaches how to
use a simple measuring tool to get the
best results for keeping objects in your
drawing in proportion.

POINT OF VIEW — Pat introduces the
concept of point of view: bird’s-eye view
(from up high) and worm’s-eye view (from
down low). The optional vantage points for
drawing allow for greater creativity. Knowing
the point of view is key to realistic drawing!

VOLUME 6: ART LESSONS 21-24

LESSON 21

THE ELEMENT OF TEXTURE — Get ready
to “feel” your drawings getting better! Pat
introduces the art element of texture - how
to make the marks on the page with pencil
to convey how something might feel: hard
or soft, rough or smooth, bumpy or hairy!

LESSON 22

CHOOSING THE RIGHT TOOL — Pat
shares the importance of selecting the
right drawing tool to get the perfect
texture effect! Have fun working with
black pen and creating your own textures, then seeing which tool works best
for some furry friends!

LESSON 23

MAKE IT 3D — The best way to make
drawings realistic is to turn a flat piece of
paper into something that looks 3D - that
means making flat shapes into FORMS
through drawing techniques. This is the final
art element to be introduced - form - and
we will use other art elements to do a form
study of a sphere, a cone, and a prism.

LESSON 24

ONE SHAPE, THREE RESULTS — Master
artist Pat guides you to the proper use of
value and texture. Get ready to go on a
shopping trip down the produce aisle and
take one basic form - the sphere - but
achieve three very different results!

www.SeeTheLightShine.com

VOLUME 7: ART LESSONS 25-28

LESSON 25

LESSON 27

PUT IT IN PERSPECTIVE (ONE-POINT
PERSPECTIVE) — You’ll focus on an
important skill to achieve realistic drawings understanding linear perspective, specifically
one-point perspective. Pat walks you through
key concepts like horizon line and vanishing
point through the exercise of drawing a
set of railroad tracks that recede into
the distance!

THE LANDSCAPE (Part 1) — The world
of the outdoors provides a lot of great
subject matter for artists! Pat introduces
the landscape and some basic principles
for drawing in perspective with this
common subject for artists. Just look out
a window or pick your favorite outdoor
spot and get drawing!

LESSON 26

THE LANDSCAPE (Part 2) — Master
artist Pat continues to explore key
principles in achieving aerial perspective
(a sense of depth and realism) when
drawing landscapes in color. The triedand-true medium of crayon is used for a
lovely landscape exercise that any young
artist can do!

PUT IT IN PERSPECTIVE (TWO-POINT
PERSPECTIVE) — Did you ever wonder
how to draw a perfect cube? The concept
of two-point perspective is explored as Pat
walks through some drawing exercises to
achieve the realism of linear perspective
from a different point of view!

LESSON 28

VOLUME 8: ART LESSONS 29-32

LESSON 29

LESSON 31

BALANCE & SYMMETRY — Learn the art
principle of BALANCE and how informal
balance and formal balance (symmetry)
are key components to creating better
drawings!

WHOA! THAT WAS CLOSE — Use the
process of foreshortening to explore what
happens when things are seen in extreme
perspective! Get ready to take a tumble with
a silly drawing using this extreme technique!

LESSON 30

LESSON 32

CIRCLES & ELLIPSES — Linear perspective
is easier when using a ruler for straight
lines...but what about circles? See what
happens when circles are seen in perspective as you explore ellipses! A fun chalk
pastel drawing will be “out of this world!”

THE BUG JAR — This special project utilizes what you’ve learned about symmetry,
balance, and circles when seen in
perspective as ellipses. You’ll use various
media - pencil, ink and colored pencil - to
explore a familiar subject - BUGS!

www.SeeTheLightShine.com

VOLUME 9: ART LESSONS 33-36

LESSON 33

LESSON 35

LESSON 34

LESSON 36

DRAWING PEOPLE — Drawing people
and capturing a likeness is one of the
most difficult skills as an artist! You will
learn the basic proportions as Master
artist Pat takes you through the drawing
of a full-face portrait step-by-step.
A DIFFERENT VIEW — Portraits don’t have
to be the full face! Pat walks you through
some tips on correctly drawing a profile, or
side view, using something you see every
day. It might be in your pocket right now!

IT STARTS WITH A STICK FIGURE —
Drawing people is not as tricky as you
might think! Just start with the basics - the
basic structure, that is! Pat shows you how
simple stick figures can help you be a better
artist when it comes to figure drawing!
THE HUMAN FIGURE — Artists have
drawn the human figure since the beginning
of time! You will learn the fundamentals of
proper proportions in figure drawing, which
is key to achieving realism!

“My daughter
really liked using
all the different
tools to create
different looks
with the same
subject matter.”
–Homeschool Mom of 1, California

“It’s a true value –
step by step
instructions for
the children.”
–Mom Blogger of 1, Wyoming

www.SeeTheLightShine.com

•Step-By-Step Tutoring

•Progressive Skill Building

•Integrated Art History
& Biblical Truth

•No Workbooks Ever
Only Basic Supplies

“As an art teacher, I just loved it –
perfect for kids of all ages!”
–Kristen K, Nashville

www.SeeTheLightShine.com
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